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1- Let’s give the best possible chance to our future
Support our kids today and tomorrow, as we all have abilities 😊
They are our legacy as well as the future of mankind!
All deserve to have their own needs met, as well as that of their families

2- Universal rehabilitation?
- EU, freedom of movement, common values
- ICF, WHODAS and rehabilitation 2030: Noble aim, tools and practices but universal care?
- An outlook on having no physio for a while(Warning: Do not try this yourself.)

3- A message to the youth and a pledge to you
- A 21st century full of decent work opportunities for us disabled persons
- No more worries for our carers
- No ifs, but or you have to choose kind of careers for our carers, it stops NOW!
- EU directive for carers
Closing remarks

I invite you to think about what each and everyone of us can do, now that we have taken a bit of height since yesterday evening, to ensure that we remain on a path of progress in the different areas we are privileged to work in, as it will benefit us all.

Thank you for your attention!